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Scoil Bhríde (Cailíní), Blanchardstown

51 home languages, 
most of them 
unknown  to teachers

320 pupils from 4½ 
to 12+ years

Most had little or no 
English when they 
started school

80% from immigrant 
families

Afrikaans, Amharic, Arabic, Bangla, Benin, Bosnian, Cantonese, Cebuano, Dari,  Estonian, Farsi, Foula, 
French, German, Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian, Igbo, Ilonggo, Indonesian, Isoko, Itsekiri, Italian, Kannada, 

Kinyarwanda, Konkani, Kurdish, Latvian, Lingala, Lithuanian, Malay, Malayalam, Mandarin, Marathi, 
Moldovan, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Shona, Slovakian, Spanish, Swahili, Tagalog, Tamil, 

Ukrainian, Urdu, Vietnamese, Visayan, Xhosa, Yoruba



What about home languages?

• Children’s home language is central to their sense of self, the default 
medium of their discursive thinking, ever present in the unspoken 
stream of their consciousness. To suppress home languages is cruel, 
foolish and doomed to failure (Little 2020)

• Iceberg – Linguistic Interdependence Hypothesis: transference of 
language skills and learning strategies to other languages (Cummins 
1979)



Two overarching educational goals

• “The exercise of democracy and social inclusion depends in part on language 
education policy” (Council of Europe 2007: 9)

• To ensure that all pupils gain full access to education, which means helping them to 
become proficient in the language of schooling

• To exploit linguistic diversity for the benefit of all pupils by implementing an 
integrated approach to language education that embraces the language of 
schooling, languages of the curriculum (Irish and French), and home languages.



School policy: four principles

• Inclusive ethos: 

- the  school welcomes the diversity of its pupil population and  acknowledges   

that each pupil has much to contribute to her own education (autonomy, identity,  

‘action knowledge’)

• Open language policy: 

- no restrictions placed on pupils’ use of their home languages at school, whether  

inside or outside the classroom (agency, ‘action knowledge’)

• Strong emphasis on development of language awareness: 

- home languages treated as a resource for all learners

• Strong emphasis on the development of literacy skills in English, Irish, French and home 
languages: 

- writing and speaking support one another in many different ways; importance of  

parental involvement in their daughters’ literacy development.



Outcomes

Language 
– Pupils achieve high levels of age-appropriate literacy in English, Irish, French and (in the case 

of EAL pupils) home languages, this last without benefit of instruction
– develop unusual levels of language awareness

Learner autonomy
Pupils undertaking ambitious language projects on their own initiative

The Irish language
Raised status for Irish language
New perception of Irish language by children – using it for communication purposes
School ranks in top 12% nationally for teaching and learning of Irish

Social Cohesion
The inclusion of home languages in the educational process promotes pupil self-esteem, 
well-being and social cohesion

Standardised tests
In annual tests of Maths and Reading the school consistently performs above the national 
average



Examples from the classroom



Junior Infants: age 4 - 5 

• Teachers cultivate a secure, nurturing classroom environment

• Pupils encouraged to:

– express themselves using whatever language comes naturally to them; 
– share words and phrases in their own language(s) relevant to topics under  

discussion; 
– use English, Irish, and/or their home language when carrying out tasks  

that support the learning of the various concepts encountered in primary 
school



English 

Irish

Polish

Spanish

French

Senior Infants: age 5 - 6 

Classroom displays include the home languages of pupils



Teachers provide worksheets that can be completed using English, 
Irish and home languages

English
and
Irish

English and Polish



First Class: age 6 - 7 

• Translation of key words and phrases into home language(s) is a 
regular feature of classroom interaction 

• Emergence of language awareness

• Texts in two languages: English and Irish; English/Irish and home 
language



English and Malayalam

English and Russian



Second Class: age 7 - 8 

• A more elaborate approach to written composition in English 

- Choose a topic

- Write a first draft

- Revise the draft

- Present it to the teacher for final correction  

- Read the draft aloud to the class

• Dual-language texts become more elaborate, e.g., extract from ‘My Life’



Extract from “My Life” in English and Spanish



Third Class: age 8 - 9   
Fourth Class: age 9 - 10

• Dual-language texts become disciplined and more elaborate

• Some children start to write in three languages

• Children from English-speaking homes show an interest in writing in three 
languages

-They may get help learning a third language from an older sibling who is learning a foreign 

language at secondary school or from a fellow pupil



Hungarian

English

Irish



A pupil from a Filipino family
wrote her dog Oliver’s diary
in Irish



Fourth Class

Can you find the word in Igbo that means ‘bread’ in English?



Fifth Class: age 10 - 11  
Sixth Class: age 11 - 12 

Pupils
– begin to learn French: another language in which to express  

curriculum content

– Pupils begin to teach themselves new languages

– Pupils improvise dramas to show how similarities between some  
languages allow speakers of those languages to understand one 
another

– Pupils draw on all the languages at their disposal to translate a Latin 
Christmas carol





Curriculum content:
French
Irish
English
Romanian



Self-assessment is introduced



Report on a visit 
to the local post-
primary school



Writing a 
story in 
English using 
as many 
French words 
as possible



A fictitious model described in 
English, Irish, French, and Mandarin



Pupils’ reflections: without home language

closed; not fair; terrible; not able to speak; empty; 
wouldn’t understand; pretending; rejecting; 

devastated; shocking; without an arm or a leg; 

a child without a language is a child without a soul



Pupils’ reflections: with home language

possibilities; advantage; exploring; yes!; 

personal; friendship; knowledge; expanding;

closer; warm; spark; point of view; 

perspective; together; help; learn; supports; 

great; speak out; be courageous



• [it allows us] get personal into each other’s cultures and languages; it’s 
very useful for friendship, for knowledge, so in many ways we’re all 
expanding… it makes you feel closer because you have a perspective on 
that person’s point of view. (Kurdish L1)

• Sometimes when we learn a language it’s easier to learn other ones; 
sometimes it’s not really about which language you’re learning it’s, like, 
how to learn a language. (English L1)

• When two people speak the same language there’s a kind of bond 
between both of them (Yoruba L1) 



Language learning in Europe

• 2017 the European Union confirmed the goal of Mother Tongue + 2

• 2018 European leaders agreed on this objective

• 2020 the European Commission issued two reports:

European Commission’s (2020) NESET* Report. The future of language education in Europe: case 
studies of innovative practices. The foreword, referring specifically to Ireland is on pp. 24, 25 and is 
entitled: Foreword: an example of innovative instructional approaches to language-sensitive 
teaching. *Network of Experts working on the Social dimension of Education and Training
https://nesetweb.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/NESET_AR_2020_Future-of-language-
education_Full-report.pdf

European Commission (2020) Education begins with language. The section on Valuing linguistic 
diversity also refers to work in Ireland on pp. 14, 15. Publications Office of the European Union

https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/6b7e2851-b5fb-11ea-bb7a-
01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-148560937

https://op.europa.eu/en/publication-detail/-/publication/6b7e2851-b5fb-11ea-bb7a-01aa75ed71a1/language-en/format-PDF/source-148560937


If you want to know more 

Paperback edition now 

available

• Describes the national context
• Traces the development of Scoil Bhríde’s 

plurilingual approach to primary education
• Explores in detail the impact of this approach 

on classroom discourse, pupils’ literacy 
development, and their capacity for 
autonomous learning

• Draws on a wealth of practical evidence to 
illustrate arguments, paying particular 
attention to pupils’ and teachers’ voices

• Considers issues of sustainability and 
replication and implications for teacher 
education
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